Recent genomic studies have highlighted the important role of admixture in shaping genome-wide patterns of diversity. Past admixture leaves a population genomic signature of linkage disequilibrium (LD), reflecting the mixing of parental chromosomes by segregation and recombination. The extent of this LD can be used to infer the timing of admixture. However, the results of inference can depend strongly on the assumed demographic model. Here, we introduce a theoretical framework for modeling patterns of LD in a geographic contact zone where two differentiated populations are diffusing back together. We derive expressions for the expected LD and admixture tract lengths across geographic space as a function of the age of the contact zone and the dispersal distance of individuals. We develop an approach to infer age of contact zones using population genomic data from multiple spatially sampled populations by fitting our model to the decay of LD with recombination distance. We use our approach to explore the fit of a geographic contact zone model to three human population genomic datasets from populations along the Indonesian archipelago, populations in Central Asia and populations in India.
Here 1 B (A) is the indicator function:
1 B (A) = 1 A has ancestry B 0 A has ancestry A Eq. 1, follows from the assumption that the displacement between parents and off-108 spring is Gaussian with variance σ 2 , allowing us to describe the movement of the chromosome and therefore pursue independent Brownian paths for the remaining 142 time back to τ (Fig. 1 ). This assumption ignores drift since secondary contact. 143 This assumption of no drift will be good if √ τ is much smaller than Wright's 144 neighborhood size N σ , i.e. the number of individuals within a region of width σ 145 (Wright 1943) . This is because in one dimension, assuming Gaussian dispersal, 146 the number of generations that two randomly moving lineages that start in the same 147 place spend within distance σ of each other across τ generations is of order √ τ ; the 148 chance that they coalesce each time they are is proportional to 1/N σ , and so the 149 chance of coalescence is negligible if √ τ /N σ 1. (For more discussion of scaling see To find an expression for this covariance, observe that the random time T since 152 the first recombination event between the two loci is exponentially distributed with 153 rate parameter r. Given that the most recent recombination along this lineage oc-154 cured T generations ago, with T < τ , the joint spatial positions (X 1 ,X 2 ) of the two 155 lineages (A 1 ,A 2 ) at time τ generations ago is bivariate normally distributed with 156 covariance T σ 2 , variance τ σ 2 and mean ( , ), the probability density of which we
The probability that both lineages are to the right of zero τ generations ago, and 159 hence are both of ancestry B, is therefore given by:
The first term of Eq. 3 corresponds to the probability that there is no recombination 161 multiplied by the probability that the path of our single ancestral lineage is on the 
To obtain this expression, we integrate by parts, make use of the identity in 168 Eq. A3, and rescale (0,τ ) onto (0,1) (see Appendix A for more detail). We denote which we return to in the discussion. 189 We note that our measure of recombination rate d will differ from the earlier 190 definition of recombination fraction as we will be tracking all recombination events 191 between P and Q. We now assume that recombination events occur as a Poisson 192 process with rate d, which reflects genetic distance on the genetic map between our 193 two endpoint loci, and assume no chromatid interference.
194
If there have been K recombination events that occurred along the tract of chro-195 mosome over the last τ generations, then this region has K +1 genetic ancestors from 196 time τ that have spatial locations X = (X 1 , · · · , X K+1 ). As we neglect coalescence, only ancestry from population B as:
by the tree topology). Since, looking backwards in time, each lineage moves as an independent Brownian motion once it has split from the others, the (K+1)-lengthvector 212 X of geographic positions at time τ is distributed as a (K +1)-dimensional multivari-213 ate normal with mean ( , · · · , ) and variance-covariance matrix Σ. The entries of Σ 214 reflect the shared path of tips i and j, so that Σ i,j = σt i,j , where t i,j is the time of 215 the recombination that separates tip i from tip j, and the diagonal entries Σ i,i = σ 2 τ .
216
Conditioning on K = k recombinations and the matrix Σ, the probability that all 217 k + 1 tips are of ancestry B is given by the integral of the k + 1-dimensional normal 218 density over the space for which all X i > 0:
The integrand is the density for the multivariate normal which is determined by the 220 timing and ordering along the chromosome of recombination events.
221
This needs to be averaged over possible trees; to do this, we sum over possible tree 222 topologies, and for each tree topology integrate over possible split times (T i ∈ [0, τ ]).
223
For a given tree topology T , the term we need is the following (also rescaling spatial 224 and temporal variables so that Σ = Σ/(σ 2 τ ) and T i ∈ (0, 1)):
The set of possible times, t , over which we integrate depends on the tree topology, 226 and correspondingly, each topology has a weight, or probability conditioning on k 227 recombinations that is given by k+1 i=1 v(t i ). (See Appendix C for a further description 228 of t and v(t ).) 229 Finally, we sum across k and T k i in the set T k of all topologies given k recombi-230 nation events.
Where Pr(T k i ) is the probability of the i th unlabeled topology given that there are 232 k + 1 tips (we describe the calculation of Pr(T k i ) in the Appendix C.) We note 233 that Eq. 8 is a Wild sum expansion for U d (τ, ) (Etheridge 2000). We outline 234 an approach using differential equations to obtain an equivalent expression in the 235 Appendix D.
236
In practice, we approximate this sum by conditioning on k * or fewer recombina-237 tion events in τ generations: 
for a set of pairs of autosomal loci, S(d), that are a genetic distance d apart. Fitting to a geographic contact zone. We take a set of admixed samples drawn 305 from n populations, who fall at positions 1 , · · · , n along a linear geographic tran-306 sect. The geographic location of the center of the zone along this transection is C, 307 such that sample 1 is a distance 1 − C from the zone. We specify a pair of proxy 308 parental populations A and B, to represent the end points of the contact zone. Us-309 ing ALDER we generate the statistic a j (r i ) for the j th population sample for each 310 genetic distance bin (i), giving us a set, a, of weighted-LD decay curves (as defined 311 in Eq 10). We use the minimum inter-SNP distance determined by ALDER based 312 on LD in the parental populations.
313
To assess the uncertainty in a, we estimate the variance in ALDER's statistics 314 using the jackknife (which is an output of ALDER). For each of the c = 22 iterations, 315 one chromosome is removed before recalculating a for the remaining 21 chromosomes. 316 We use this to calculate the variance V i,j = Var(a j (r i )) c−1 c . We then conduct a least 317 squares fit of the ALDER output to our prediction given by Eq. (4) for values of τ , 318 σ, F (corresponding to F in Eq. 11 and C. We fit all n populations simultaneously), 319 calculating:
Our choice of L( ) would be the negative log-likelihood of our parameters if our 321 a j (r i ) were normally distributed, a reasonable approximation given the large number 322 of pairs of markers contributing to each value of a i (r i ). We refer to L( ) as the 323 log-likelihood, and because we are mainly interested in τ and σ we generate profile 324 surfaces of τ × σ. Specifically, we set a value for L based on a fit of Eq. 1 to 325 ancestry proportion, generate a likelihood surface over a grid of τ × σ × F and for 326 each combination of τ and σ we defined the profile log-likelihood as the maximum 327 log-likelihood across all of our coresponding F grid-points. 328 We note that, although Eq. 11 includes an affine term to account for LD that decreases as the distance to the center increases.
348
To demonstrate our inference method as described above, we fit our model (Eq. 4) populations in Central Asia and populations in India (Table S1 ). Genetic distances 368 between SNPs were inferred using sex-averaged recombination rates from deCODE 
382
We obtained the genotypes for seven population samples in Indonesia (shown in 383 tions obtained from STRUCTURE confirm the east to west cline (shown in Fig. 4 ).
387
We then ran a least squares fit for Eq. 1 on these admixture proportions, which 388 estimated the cline center at X = 124 • 9 E and σ 2 τ = 50.9. Based on ancestry pro- Fig. 4 and 396 Supplementary Fig. S3 . 397 We also explored the fit to LD decay curves of the single pulse model, fitting to each population allows for many more parameters while these intercepts in our 403 model are constrained by geographic distances between the populations. The fits to 404 each population are presented in Table S2 and are in good accordance with those proportions in these populations (Fig. 5 ). We fit a latitudinal cline to these ancestry (A1) where f t (y, z) is the bivariate normal density for jointly distributed (Y, Z) with cor-721 relation t. The second term of (A1) is:
For the third term of (A1), we can utilize the useful identity that for a bivariate 723 normal with variances 1 and correlation t (Pearson 1901):
The last term of (A1) becomes:
Combining Eq. 2 and A1, A3, A4 therefore leaves us with: topologies, a k is given by the recursion: 741 a k = a 1 a k−1 + ... + a (k−1)/2 a (k+1)/2 k odd a 1 a k−1 + ... + 1 2 a k/2 (a k/2 + 1) k even with initial conditions a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1
Intuitively, for the set of a k topologies T k = T k 1 ...T k a k , a topology T k i is generated 743 by joining T j m ∈ T j with T k−j n ∈ T k−j at the root (m and n are arbitrary). Because 744 each subtree is independent, the probability of a topology given k recombinations 745 can be calculated using a similar intuition. The probability, p(T k i ), of topology T k i is 746 the product of the probabilities of each subtree, relative to every combination that 747 yields a tree of size k.
Where T k i is the topology made by joining topologies T j m and T k−j n at the root.
750
The covariances for each topology representing k recombination events are dependent on the order statistics for k uniformly iid sampled recombination times. The t over which we integrate are conditional on these ordered recombination times. Specifically, if t j is the recombination time corresponding to node j on the tree, then t j becomes a lower bound for all subsequent recombination times associated with nodes that are descended from node j. Correspondingly, the factor v(t j ) is a function of the recombination times v(t j ) = (M j + 1)
(
where node i is the parental node to j with corresponding time t j , and M j is the 751 number of nodes descendent from node j. Here we have assumed recombination times 752 are continuously distributed, and that double-recombination events do not occur (i.e. 
774
This process is iterated over the time period τ .
775
We consider moving back a very short time interval ∆t from the present, and 776 take the expectation over the random events that could have occurred in that time 
where E ∆x is the expectation over all changes in position X.
783
A recombination event occurs in the interval ∆t with probaility d∆t. Condi-784 tioning on recombination occurring at time t rec at position + ∆x , producing two 785 recombinants of length d 1 and d − r 1 :
where U r 1 is the probability that all subsequent recombinants along the chromosomal 787 fragment of length r 1 are of ancestry type B.
788
As ∆t → 0, the Taylor expansion of (A9) and (A10) about X gives the expression: is:
(A12) As after τ generations the probability of ancestry B is the probability of both of our 807 lineages being in (X 1 , ∞) multiplied by Ψ Figure 1 : A: We follow backward in time the Brownian motion paths of two initially linked lineages, represented here by two black circles located on a grey chromosome. The paths of the two lineages are identical until the first recombination event between them at time t, after which they follow independent Brownian paths. The red cross indicates the position, relative to the center of the zone, where the chromosome was sampled in the present day. The black rectangle represents a barrier to dispersal that was removed at time τ . In this example, both alleles are of ancestry B, since they are on the same side of the barrier to dispersal at time τ . B: Brownian motion paths of a tract of chromosome. As in Fig. 1A , the path along chromosomal fragments are identical until recombination breaks the fragments up. Here, the position of each chromosomal fragment at time τ is shown. For the entire portion of chromosome to be of uniform ancestry, all products of recombination must be on the same side of the barrier to dispersal at time τ . Here, the green and yellow fragments constitute an unbroken tract of B ancestry. The blue line represents the curve 50.9 = σ 2 τ , corresponding to the value of this compound parameter that is obtained by fitting to admixture proportions alone as shown in Fig. 4A . D: Weighted-LD curves for two populations of different distances away from the center of the cline. Grey points represents estimates of LD generated by ALDER, and black curves are expected LD under the estimated parameters. 
